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Part One – Red Tide 

Harry Gardner, his pregnant wife Doris and their daughter Alma, travel from New York City to were, 
for a 3-month trip? 

Provincetown, Massachusetts 

What are the names of the famous erotica novelist and playwright, Harry meets in the local bar 
called the Muse? 

Belle Noir and Austin Sommers 

What is Harry suffering from that Austin offers him a cure for? Writer’s block 
What is the name of the black pills that Austin gives to Harry? The Muse 
At first hesitant to take the pills, who does Harry down one in front of following a phone call with 
his agent? 

His daughter, Alma 

When the effects of the pills work immediately, how long does it take Harry to finish his pilot? 4 hours 
Ursula, Harry's agent, notifies Harry that which subscription-based streaming service has bought his 
show, and which actor wants to star in it for free? 

Netflix and Joaquin Phoenix 

What does Harry develop a thirst for, after taking the tablets? Blood 
What do the tablets turn the 'talentless' into? Monstrous Pale Creatures 
What is the nickname of local woman Karen? Tuberculosis Karen 
Which ex-child actor plays male prostitute Mickey? Macaulay Culkin 
Alma takes a pill that she has stolen from Harry's bag because she wants to master a difficult piece 
on what instrument? 

Violi 

Alma aggressively belittles Doris, accusing her of wanting to leave Provincetown because she is jealous 
of what? 

Her and Harry's talent 

When Harry allows Alma to go for a walk on her own, Doris frantically searches for her. She finds 
Alma in a graveyard eating what? 

Rabbit (freshly killed) 

Which five characters does the Chemist instruct Belle and Austin to kill for causing too much trouble? Ursula, Mickey, Harry, Alma and Doris 
Who does Harry discover to have killed Chief Burleson? Alma 
When the Chemist first arrives in Provincetown, 5-years earlier, who does she pay to find test subjects 
for her pills? 

Mickey 

After Vlad, an aspiring singer becomes ill and loses his hair after taking the pill, what does the 
Chemist tell him? 

He cannot handle the effects of the pill 
because he has no talent 

After Belle Noir first took the pill, she wrote and finished a book in one night, what then happens to 
her husband? 

She kills him 
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Belle and Austin visit the house of a drag queen and slaughter all guests apart from one who escaped. 
What happens to the surviving drag queen? 

She goes into the woods and Vlad jumps 
from behind and kills her 

Who eventually reveals the truth about the pill to Doris and convinces her to take one? Alma 
Who does Belle order to steal the Gardner's newborn baby? Karen 
After Karen gets cornered by a horde of pale people, Mickey appears and offers her what ultimatum? Either take a pill or be devoured by the 

pale people 
At the beach, Karen attacks and feeds on Mickey, makes a painting, and then does what? She commits suicide by slitting her wrists 

and walking into the sea 
 

Part Two – Death Valley 

Set in 1954, what US President is taken into the desert with a military convey to take a look at a 
mysterious aircraft that has been shot down by the Air Force? 

Dwight D. Eisenhower 

What Aviation Pioneer is discovered to be alive but with mysterious marks on her back? Amelia Earhart 
What do doctors recover from the aircraft wreckage? Alien body 
In present day, what are the names of the 4 students who discover a field of dead and mutilated 
bovines? 

Troy, Cal, Kendall and Jamie 

After they encounter a mysterious light, the 4 students all start to feel nausea and discover what, 
had happened to them (including the males)? 

They are all pregnant 

President Kennedy learns from ex-President Eisenhower that a secret alien treaty was signed during 
Eisenhower’s presidency, which allows how many Americans to be abducted annually in exchange for 
alien technology? 

5,000 

What is the name of the android liaison, the aliens send to the Whitehouse in 1954, who introduces a 
futuristic handheld computer? 

Valiant Thor 

When Troy gives birth to a hybrid baby, why did the Aliens kill the baby? It did not meet the correct specifications 
On his deathbed, Eisenhower declines Thor's offer of immortality. Who accepts Thor's offer? Mamie Eisenhower 
After giving birth, Theta has both Jamie and Kendall killed. Why does she replace Kendall's head 
with a mechanical device? 

Kendall gave birth to the perfect hybrid 
so her body will be used to birth more 

What does Mamie learn from Thor about the extraterrestrials plans? They plan to cause mass human genocide 
and take over the earth 

Who betrays Mamie when she attempts to stop Theta? Calico 
 


